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“I'm in a hurry, 
tell me a 
summary”

February 28 and March 3 were the 
days with the highest volume of 
conversation around the event, 
with variations between 12K and 
15K mentions.

Great level of acceptance of the 
event in general with a higher 
proportion of diffusion and neutral 
messages.

Interest, sense of community, 
security and excitement, were 
detected as the main motivations 
and attitudes around the event.



The presence of users dedicated 
to the positioning of hashtags 
and topics, is highlighted, with an 
average activity of more than 1K 
posts.

#AI #IA, #Tech #Deeptech & 
#100DaysOfCode were the most 
used hashtags. #Cloud and 
#Linux the least mentioned in our 
ranking.

Featured keywords and concepts: 
Data Science, Artificial 
Intelligence, Robotics, 5G, IoT, 
the role of Women in 
technology.

“Interesting, 
what else?”



Effective positioning of hashtags 
related to fintech and technology 
(innovation and new proposals), 
politics and business.

Uri Tintoré, Co-Founder of Belvo, 
was the most mentioned speaker.

English and Spanish were the 
most used languages around the 
conversations of the 4YFN MWC 
2022. Catalan, French, Arabic and 
Italian were the following 
languages in order of appearance

“I want to read 
a little more”



WHAT ARE WE 
MEASURING?

Volume of conversations 
about  4YFN - MWC 2022 
event

Where is being spoken

When is being spoken

What is being spoken

Who is speaking

What are the most 
resonant topics about 
the event



TECHNIQUE: MONITORING
Social Media

ANALYZED NETWORKS
@4YFN_MWC (as user and as keyword) 
Keywords: #4YFN22; #MWC22; “Mobile 
World Congress”; “4 YEARS FROM NOW” 

PERIOD OF TIME
February 14th to March 6th, 2022

TOOLS
Digital Reputation tracking robots. Digital 
Reputation Panel. Analysis systems 
through data intelligence.

DIGITAL CLIPPING
Monitoring through Keywords and 
fanpage, in social networks.

6

DATA
SHEET



DATA SHEET

+31.700
Unique users.
Total number of people 
involved in the conversations 
from  February 14th to March 
6th, 2022.

+95.300
Hits in this period of time.
Volume of conversation 
about MWC and 4YFN

+974.000.000
people reached
in this period of time.



INSTALLATION OF CONVERSATIONS

EVENT USERS AND 
HASHTAGS 

#MWC22

#4YFN22

#4YFN_MWC



Evolution of conversations around the event

Evolution of reach 

Mentions peak  
count per day of 
conversations 15.6K

Reach peak per day of 
conversations
 248M users



MOST INFLUENTIAL 
USERS

Huawei is the user with the highest reach, reaching 193,021,409 
people. It is followed by Reuters in the second place with more 
than 129 M people reached.

Reach +193M

Reach +129.9M

Chidambara09 is the most active user with 3.6K tweets in the 
analyzed period, while Khulood_Almani appears second with 2K 
tweets. These users have mostly posted for hashtag positioning.

+3.6K tweets

+2K tweets



Languages

MAIN LANGUAGES 
DETECTED IN 
CONVERSATIONS

English was the most used language in social networks 
around the Mobile World Congress and 4YFN 2022; 
followed by Spanish, Catalan and French.

Spanish

Catalan

French

Arab

Italian

German

Indonesian

Russian

Portuguese

English



CLUSTER OF RELATIONSHIPS

AUTHORS AND LANGUAGES

Conexions between authors with higher reach 
(viralization), and the language used around the 
MWC-4YFN 2022 event.



TOP CONVERSATION TOPICS

TOTAL CONVERSATIONS

This wordcloud shows some of the best positioned topics 
and hashtags around the 4YFN and MWC 2022 events.

There’s a strong incidence of Data Science, the use of 
Artificial Intelligence in it; as well as in Robotics.

5G technology also stands out as a protagonist; strongly 
associated with IoT.

An interesting fact arises with the strong presence of 
conversations, highlighting the place of women in 
Technology; which crosses different subareas.



USERS’S PERCEPTIONS 
DURING THE EVENT

NEGATIVO: decepcion por una propuesta agotada, stands que cerraron antes, percepciones 
negativas contra algunos sponsors como por ej Iberia EN y British Airway

POSITIVO: agradecimientos generales por las exposiciones presentadas, y por la invitacion al 
evento. posibilidad de reencontrarse con antiguos clientes y hacer nuevas relaciones. Se destaca 
lo novedoso y la innovación de las charlas. Buena participación. Crear nuevos contactos y nuevas 
personas. 

Predominance of neutral perceptions: informative 
conversations about the event, and posts for the 
positioning of hashtags.

Regarding positive perceptions of the event, users make comments 
thanking the opportunity to have participated in it, being able to 
reconnect with old clients and the possibility of establishing new 
contacts. Users also highlight the proposals presented throughout 
the event as 'interesting' and 'innovative', with a strong 
predominance of acceptance and pleasure for the technological 
progress shown.

Complaints and claims mentioning that the event was 
"a sold-out proposal" are detected to a lesser extent, 
as well as claims regarding the early closing of 
stands, before the event concludes.

*Graph based on conversations between 02/28 and 03/06 2022

POSITIVE 35,7%

NEUTRAL 64%

NEGATIVE

NEUTRAL

POSITIVE



Gradual growth of positive conversations towards the last day of 
the event, and the following days; in parallel with the increase in 
neutral informative perceptions about it’s closure. However, with 
the closing of the event, the conversations decline and did not 
sustained over time.

In regard of negative perceptions, they appear in 
minority for several consecutive days: February 28, 
March 1 and March 2. They are related to particular 
complaints from specific users during the event.

*Graph based on conversations between 02/28 and 03/06 2022

USERS PERCEPTIONS 
DURING THE EVENT

NEGATIVE

NEUTRAL

POSITIVE



This graph represents some motivations and attitudes reflected in 
users around 4YFN and MWC 2022.
Anyway, we must not forget that the highest percentage of 
conversations detected are of a neutral and informative nature.

ATTITUDES AND 
EMOTIONS AROUND 
THE EVENT

EXCITEMENT 96% CALM4%

SECURITY 98% RISK2%

OPENING TO
CHANGE RIGIDITY86% 14%

SENSE OF 
COMMUNITY INDIVIDUALITY2%98%

INTEREST 99% DISINTEREST1%

HOPE 92% DISAPPOINTMENT8%



Hashtags Ranking
THE MOST USED HASHTAGS

#AI #IA
+30.9K

Mentions

#Tech 
#Deeptech

+30K
Mentions

#100DaysOfCode

+29.9K
Mentions

#Datascientist 
#Datascience

+28.3K
Mentions

#Digital
+27.2K

Mentions

#Javascript
+27.1K

Mentions

#Flutter
+26.6K

Mentions

#BigData
+24.2K

Mentions

#FinServ 
#FinTech

+21.3K
Mentions

#Phyton
+19.9K

Mentions

#IoT
+17.9K

Mentions

#Womenintech 
#WomenWhoCode 

#Women

+16.7K
Mentions

#Marketing
+16.5K

Mentions

#Business
+11.1K

Mentions

#Cloud
+10.5K

Mentions

#Linux
+10.4K

Mentions



TOPICS 
CLUSTERING

4YFN_MWC

4YFN_MWC
BINANCE

MWCAPITAL

MWCHUB

TECHALLIANCE

HUMANITCARE

HUAWEI

GOOGLE
BCNHEALTHHUB

BAYERNESPANA

EXPERENTIAL_AI

The artificial intelligence system groups the most repeated topics using 
algorithms measuring vector distances, and then groups those 
connections of topics and users that are technically called clusters 
(clusters by similarity).

Four large clusters are detected: the main one, are groups of 
conversations directly related to the event, in relation to the support 
and promotion of the growth of the companies in the sector;
on the other hand, conversations of technology companies are 
grouped; another cluster associated with health topics; and finally, sub 
themes of advances and innovation in the technology category are 
combined.



TOP CONVERSATION TOPICS

COMPARISON CHART

This graph represents the comparison of the main subtopics 
detected in the conversations, around the 4YFN-MWC22 
event.

Here we can see the relationship between the number of 
posts per topic (X coordinate axis) and viralization, which is the 
sum of people reached in those publications (Y axis).

For example, we can see how, the Top Topic “TELCOS” was 
addressed in fewer posts, by users with a greater reach; while 
in “APPS” there are more than 25K posts, but with less reach.

Reactions and viralization by topics

From the in-depth analysis of topic clustering, the following main 
conversation subtopics have been obtained.

TELCOS

METAVERSE

SUSTAINABILITY

GAMING WOMENINTECH

HEALTHCARE

BLOCKCHAIN

ROBOTICS
IoT

FINTECH

APPS

AI

CYBERSECURITY



TOP CONVERSATION TOPICS

AI

MENTIONS

+33.3K

REACH

+86M



TOP CONVERSATION TOPICS

AI

Artificial Intelligence is strongly associated with advances in robotics, 
apps, and technology, as well as the use of big data and social 
networks.
Wide user interest in the use of AI to solve particular problems of 
both sustainability and cyber security.
On the other hand, there is a strong concern and interest in the 
application of AI in public health and personal care.



MOST INFLUENTIAL USERS

AI

This user reposted the following hashtags: 
#datascientist #cloud #digital # mwc22 #cx #women 
#ehealt # ces2023 #finserv #fashiontech #insurtch 
#bigdata #100daysofcode #javascript #flutter #linux 
#thotics #traveltech #usa #frenchtech # Tech4good 
#ai #technology #socialmedia 

#blockchain #nfts # web3 #marketing #ai #technology #business 
#digital #fintech #finserv #javascript #innovation #datancience #crypto 
#flutter # 100daysofcode #python #womenintech #womenych # 
MWC22 #Metaverse #TENSORFLOW #BIGDATA # MWC2022 
#economy #pago #business #finserv #iot #data #rstats # tecnología # 
tecnología #technology #techforgood #tensorflow #marketing 
#analytech #analytics 

The most used hashtags from this user were: #Mwc # 
mwc22 # mwc2022 #mobile #world #congress #telco 
#telcom #telcommunications #voice #video #data 
#mobile #soss #bss #iot #ai #ml #cloud 

Does not use positioning hashtags



TOP CONVERSATION TOPICS

APPS

MENTIONS

+27.6K

REACH

+50M



TOP CONVERSATION TOPICS

APPS

The use of applications for monetary investments and digital 
marketing stands out.
Strong interest in the use of applications for gaming, and the 
use of applications and technology for cyber security in 
different countries.



MOST INFLUENTIAL USERS

APPS

#blockchain #nfts # web3 #marketing #ai #technology #business 
#digital #fintech #finserv #javascript #innovation #datancience #crypto 
#flutter # 100daysofcode #python #womenintech #womenych # 
MWC22 #Metaverse #TENSORFLOW #BIGDATA # MWC2022 
#economy #pago #business #finserv #iot #data #rstats # tecnología # 
tecnología #technology #techforgood #tensorflow #marketing 
#analytech #analytics 

# ético #hacking #datacience #bigdata #ai #fintech #business #robot #ntft 
#technology #iot #fluttery #ting # 100daysofcode #python #javascript 
#marketing #blockchain # mwc22 #Motivación #futureOfwork #digital 
#innovation #technology #thershing #marketing #fintech #tomerket #data 
#datancience #bigdata #flutter #tech #vr # codificando  # mwc2022 #ai 
#womenwhocode #robots
#ehealt #ces2023 #finserv #fashiontech #insurtech

Strong brand positioning through the hashtag 
#Android, and the event through the use of the 
hashtag #MWC22

#education #futureofwork #innovation 
#techforgood #digital #marketing #ai 
#datascience #flutter # 100daysofcode 
#coding #tensorflow #python #javascript 
#ntft #fintech # mwc22 #blockchain #Nft 
# web3 #marketing #ai #technology 
#digital #finserv #innovation #datascience 
#crypto #flutter #python #tensorflow 
#thon #tensorflow #theforgood 
#metaverse #multiverse

This user reposted the following hashtags: 
#datascientist #cloud #digital # mwc22 #cx #women 
#ehealt # ces2023 #finserv #fashiontech #insurtch 
#bigdata #100daysofcode #javascript #flutter #linux 
#thotics #traveltech #usa #frenchtech # Tech4good 
#ai #technology #socialmedia 



TOP CONVERSATION TOPICS

FINTECH

MENTIONS

+22.7K

REACH

+42M



TOP CONVERSATION TOPICS

FINTECH

Lots of informative mentions, with little conversation between 
users.
Strong positioning of hashtags related to fintech and 
technology, mainly associated with innovation and new 
proposals.
Fintech technology seen as a catalyst for political and 
commercial innovation.
Key position of startups: they bring innovation and new ideas 
to old problems in sustainability and security.
Association between economic growth of countries through 
fintech technologies.
Use of technology in marketing and business empowerment.



MOST INFLUENTIAL USERS

FINTECH

#Mwc # mwc22 # mwc2022 #mobile #world 
#congress #telco #telcom #telcommunications 
#voice #video #data #mobile #soss #bss #iot #ai #ml 
#cloud 

#blockchain #nfts # web3 #marketing #ai #technology 
#business #digital #fintech #finserv #javascript #innovation 
#datancience #crypto #flutter # 100daysofcode #python 
#womenintech #womenych # MWC22 #Metaverse 
#TENSORFLOW #BIGDATA # MWC2022 #economy #pago 
#business #finserv #iot #data #rstats # tecnología # 
tecnología #technology #techforgood #tensorflow 
#marketing #analytech #analytics 

Huawei: Strong brand positioning seen through 
hashtags: #Huawei #intelligentCloudNetwork booth at 
#MWC22 #lightingupthefuture #moreBitslesswatts 
#greenict #Huaweifacts

This user reposted the following hashtags: #datascientist 
#cloud #digital # mwc22 #cx #women #ehealt # ces2023 
#finserv #fashiontech #insurtch #bigdata #100daysofcode 
#javascript #flutter #linux #thotics #traveltech #usa 
#frenchtech # Tech4good #ai #technology #socialmedia 



TOP CONVERSATION TOPICS

IOT

REACH

+49M

MENTIONS

+19.6K



TOP CONVERSATION TOPICS

IOT

Once again, a large number of informative mentions that seek to 
install the hashtag of the event are detected, and not user 
conversations online.
A strong association between IOT and ethical hacking is 
detected; being considered by users as a new topic.
Great repercussion around the use of IOT for the recovery of 
forests and the care of the environment.
Strongly associated with sustainability. Concern about climate 
change.



MOST INFLUENTIAL USERS

IOT

The most used hashtags by this user were: #Mwc 
# mwc22 # mwc2022 #mobile #world #congress 
#telco #telcom #telcommunications #voice 
#video #data #mobile #soss #bss #iot #ai #ml 
#cloud

#blockchain #nfts # web3 #marketing #ai #technology #business 
#digital #fintech #finserv #javascript #innovation #datancience #crypto 
#flutter # 100daysofcode #python #womenintech #womenych # 
MWC22 #Metaverse #TENSORFLOW #BIGDATA # MWC2022 
#economy #pago #business #finserv #iot #data #rstats # tecnología # 
tecnología #technology #techforgood #tensorflow #marketing 
#analytech #analytics 

Positioning of hashtags around the event and conferences 
related to gaming and technology in new work areas: 
#MWC22 #AugmentedReality #Gaming #5G 
#futureofwork #ar #ericssonambassador #Csps #telecom 
#hybridwork #data #ai #cio #netscoutpartner # 
remotework #digitaltransformation #hybridwork

Use of hashtags related to sustainability and care 
for the environment: #FutureOfmovility #mobility 
#ai #iot # 5g #ev #electricvehicles 
#autonomousvehicles #sustainability #mwc 
#mwc22 #climataccionnnow #climatechange



TOP CONVERSATION TOPICS

ROBOTICS

MENTIONS

+19K

REACH

+51M



TOP CONVERSATION TOPICS

ROBOTICS

Increase in conversations around robotics by users, although the 
presence of informative mentions regarding conferences and 
topics of the event continues strongly. Among the points that 
demarcate, is the creation of robotic technology for use in tasks 
of daily life.
Likewise, positive perceptions are detected regarding the use of 
robotics both for environmental care and for health areas.
Perception of amazement at robots that imitate people or pets. 
Although negative perceptions are detected around the 
appearance of these robots.



MOST INFLUENTIAL USERS

ROBOTICS

Does not use positioning hashtags

Made a single tweet where it does not use 
positioning hashtags, and talks about the new 
Cyber Dog created by Huawei.



TOP CONVERSATION TOPICS

WOMENINTECH

MENTIONS

+17K

REACH

+33M



TOP CONVERSATION TOPICS

WOMENINTECH

Important hashtag positioning associated with the event, with a 
large number of informative mentions.
Visibility of women in ICT: users who mention the importance of 
commitment to the visibility of women in technology.
Financial and economic empowerment towards women, with 
technology help.



MOST INFLUENTIAL USERS

WOMENINTECH



TOP CONVERSATION TOPICS

TELCOS

MENTIONS

+15.3K

REACH

+154M



TOP CONVERSATION TOPICS

TELCOS

TELCO is associated with clients, with particular attention to 
voice, video and data. Technology and 5G also appear strongly.
The first (technology) is mainly linked to business, fintech, 
innovation, 5G and IoT; while the second (5G) is related to 
python, fintech, AI, mobile or data science.



MOST INFLUENTIAL USERS

TELCOS

Posicionamiento de marca a través de 
#TeamNokia como así también el uso de los 
siguientes hashtags:  #5G #AI #privatewireless 
#cloud #AirScale 

#Telecoms #5G #Industry40 #manufacturing 
#MultiCloud #OpenRAN #RAN 
#EricssonAmbassador #mobile #wireless #CIO 
#Smartphones



OTHER TOPICS OF 
CONVERSATION

Cybersecurity, associated with data science, Big 
Data, Innovation, Artificial Intelligence, fintech or 5G

Smart Cities related to sustainable (development), 
Big Data, AI, Data Science, Industry 4.0



OTHER TOPICS OF 
CONVERSATION

Blockchain is associated with NFT and crypto, 
marketing and artificial intelligence

Gaming is greatly related to 5g, gaming community 
and AI; as well as investments and business



OTROS TÓPICOS DE 
CONVERSACIÓN

HealthTech - HealthCare is associated with 
blockchain, metaverse, NFT, Data Science, Big Data, 
5G, AI

Metaverse is linked to Big Data and NTFs, and these to 
Women In Tech, marketing, Python, flutter, among 
others



Top Speakers

Uri Tintoré
Co-Founder of Belvo

David 
Woolnough
Commonwealth and 
Development Office 
(FCDO).

Becks 
Perfect
Founder of Nifty 
World

These are the speakers most 
mentioned during the event, in the 
analyzed period.



Top Speakers

Ezana 
Raswork
Founder and CEO 
Africa 118

Yossi Vardi
Entrepreneur and 
investor

Shakul 
Sonker
Co-Founder of 
I-Stem

These are the speakers most 
mentioned during the event, in the 
analyzed period.



From the analysis carried out, a 
VERY HIGH level of satisfaction is 
inferred regarding the 4YFN-MWC 
2022 event.
Positive emotions widely 
predominates among the 
perceptions of the users; being 
gratitude and hope the main 
emotions detected.

The vast majority of the mentions 
observed are of a neutral nature.
Informative posts, and positioning of 
hashtags.

The level of dissatisfaction towards 
the event was a minority and is 
marked by criticism/claims at the 
organization level; and few 
references around the topics 
presented.

CONCLUSIONS
between lines
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